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Abstract. A novel unconstrained optimization model named weighted trace-penalty minimiza-
tion (WTPM) is proposed to address the extreme eigenvalue problem arising from the Full Con-
figuration Interaction (FCI) method. Theoretical analysis reveals the global minimizers are desired
eigenvectors instead of the eigenspace. Analyzing the condition number of the Hessian operator in
detail contributes to the determination of a near-optimal weight matrix. With the sparse feature
of FCI matrices in mind, the coordinate descent (CD) method is adapted to WTPM and results in
WTPM-CD method. The reduction of computational and storage costs in each iteration shows the
efficiency of the proposed algorithm. Finally, the numerical experiments demonstrate the capability
to address large-scale FCI matrices.
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1. Introduction. The time-independent, non-relativistic Schrödinger equation
is a linear Hermitian extreme eigenvalue problem,

(1.1) H |ψiy “ Ei |ψiy , i “ 1, 2, . . . , p,

where H is a Hamiltonian operator, pEi, |ψiyq denotes the ground-state and lowest few
excited-state energies and their corresponding wavefunctions, and p is the number of
desired eigenvalues. Efficiently solving the Schrödinger equation plays a fundamental
role in the field of electronic structure calculation. While the problem is of high-
dimensionality, i.e., |ψy “ ψpx1, . . . , xNe

q for xi P R3 being the position of electrons
and Ne being the number of active electrons in the system. Further, identical elec-
tron wavefunctions admit an antisymmetry property, which corresponds to the Pauli
exclusion principle. Full configuration interaction (FCI) is a variational method that
solves (1.1) numerically exactly within the space of all Slater determinants [21, 22, 38].
By the nature of Slater determinants, the antisymmetry property is encoded into the
many-body basis functions. Nevertheless, the high-dimensionality feature still leads
to extremely large Hamiltonian matrices. More precisely, the size of Hamiltonian
matrices grows factorially with respect to the number of electrons and orbitals in the
system. For a system with Norb orbitals and Ne electrons, the number of Slater deter-

minants is O
´

`

Ne

Norb

˘

¯

[23]. A single H2O molecule with cc-pVDZ basis (24 orbitals)

and 10 active electrons leads to a 4.53 ¨ 108 ˆ 4.53 ¨ 108 Hamiltonian matrix [42]. The
antisymmetry property of the problems leads to the notorious sign problem.

In electronic structure calculation, widely used eigensolvers can be classified into
two groups: Krylov subspace methods and optimization methods. Krylov subspace
methods include Chebyshev-Davidson algorithm [45], locally optimal block precondi-
tioned conjugate gradient method (LOBPCG) [24], block Krylov-Schur algorithm [46],
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projected preconditioned conjugate gradient algorithm (PPCG) [41], etc. In all these
methods, an explicit orthogonalization step is carried out every few iterations, which
costs a significant amount of computational resource throughout the algorithm. The
other group, optimization methods, transforms the eigenvalue problem into an opti-
mization problem with or without the orthogonality constraint. The orthogonality
constrained optimization problem is also known as the Stiefel manifold optimiza-
tion. The corresponding optimizers [1, 14, 19, 36] require either a projection or
a retraction step to keep the iteration on the manifold. The computational costs
for these projections and retractions remain the same as that of the orthogonaliza-
tion. Solving the eigenvalue problem via an unconstrained optimization is popular
recently, especially when the large-scale eigenvalue problems are considered. Such
methods include symmetric low-rank product model [27, 29, 42], orbital minimization
method (OMM) [13, 30], trace-penalty minimization [43], etc. All these methods con-
verge to the invariant subspace corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues, and require
a single Rayleigh-Ritz procedure to extract eigenvectors from the invariant subspace.

However, due to the sign problem and large-scale matrix size, none of the eigen-
solvers mentioned above can be applied directly to the FCI eigenvalue problem. Al-
most all of them run into the memory bottleneck. Many non-standard eigensolvers are
designed particularly for FCI ground-state computation. Density matrix renormal-
ization group (DMRG) [9, 33, 44] approximates the high-dimensional wavefunctions
by a tensor train. The underlying eigenvalue problem is solved by the vanilla power
method. FCI quantum Monte Carlo (FCIQMC) [6, 7, 31] adopts the quantum Monte
Carlo method to overcome the sign problem and the curse of dimensionality. Related
methods [11, 35] in this family further adjust the variance-bias trade-off to obtain
efficient algorithms. Selected configuration interaction (SCI) [18, 20, 37, 40] employs
perturbation analysis of eigenvalue problems and selects important configurations ac-
cordingly. Then the eigenvalue problem of the selected principal submatrix is solved
via traditional eigensolvers. Various methods in this family differ from each other in
the computationally efficient approximations to the perturbation result. Coordinate
descent FCI (CDFCI) [27, 42] applies the coordinate descent method on the sym-
metric low-rank product model to select important configurations and to update the
coefficients. A carefully designed compression scheme is incorporated to overcome the
memory bottleneck.

Furthermore, the non-standard eigensolvers mentioned above can be adapted to
the low-lying excited-states computation. DMRG [2] and FCIQMC [5] adopt the de-
flation idea and compute excited-states one-by-one. SCI [37, 40] needs to select many
more configurations to capture the important configurations for excited states. CD-
FCI [28] could be naturally extended and converge to the invariant subspace formed
by the ground-state and excited-states. The extra rotation matrix within the invari-
ant subspace leads to less sparse iteration variables and increases the memory cost.
Specifically targeting the low-lying excited-states computation, the triangularized or-
thogonalization free method (TriOFM) [15, 16] proposes a triangularized iterative
scheme converging to eigenvectors directly without any projection or Rayleigh-Ritz
step.

In this paper, inspired by the weighted subspace-search variational quantum
eigensolver [32] from quantum computing and the trace-penalty model [43], we pro-
pose an unconstrained optimization model called weighted trace-penalty minimization
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(WTPM),

(1.2) min
XPRnˆp

fµ,W pXq “
1

2
trpXJAXq `

µ

4

∥∥XJX ´W∥∥2

F
,

where A P Rnˆn is a symmetric matrix, µ ą 0 is the penalty parameter and W is a
diagonal weight matrix with distinct diagonal entries. Our analysis shows that (1.2)
does not have spurious local minima, and the 2p isolated global minima of (1.2) are
scaled eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest p eigenvalues of A. Moreover, we
calculate the condition number of the W -dependent Hessian matrix of fµ,W pXq at
global minima, which leads to the local convergence rate for the first-order method.
A near-optimal weight matrix W is, then, derived to achieve a fast local convergence
rate.

With the size of FCI problem size in mind, we focus on first-order methods to
address (1.2). One choice is the gradient descent (GD) method with Barzilai-Borwein
(BB) stepsize [3]. A more desirable choice is the coordinate descent (CD) method,
which reveals the sparsity in FCI problems efficiently [42]. Hence, we tailor the CD
method for (1.2) and obtain an efficient eigensolver for the FCI eigenvalue problem.
Global convergence of the proposed eigensolver can be proved in the same way as
that of CDFCI [27], whereas the local linear convergence is obtained with a rate
related to the Hessian operator. We emphasize that both GD and CD methods for
(1.2) converge to the scaled eigenvectors directly. Hence the expensive and parallel
inefficient Rayleigh-Ritz step is omitted entirely from both methods.

Numerically, we test and compare the performance of the original trace-penalty
model [43] and our WTPM on FCI matrices from practice. The numerical results
show that both models with first-order methods converge to desired global minima.
Adding the extra weight matrix in WTPM does not destroy the efficiency of the
original trace-penalty model. For the FCI matrices, WTPM-CD method converges in
far less cost of flops. The sparsity of the eigenvectors corresponding to the smallest
few eigenvalues are revealed by WTPM-CD whereas the trace-penalty model requires
an extra Rayleigh-Ritz step.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a theoretical
analysis on (1.2) with a focus on the global minima and the condition number of
the Hessian operator. Section 3 proposes algorithms for (1.2) and analyzes their
performance and complexity. Section 4 reports the numerical results showing the
efficiency of our method. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5 with some
discussion on future work.

2. Model Analysis. This section focuses on the analysis of the energy landscape
of the weighted trace-penalty minimization model. We will first analyze the stationary
points and Hessian operator of (1.2) in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2 respectively. Based
on the condition number of the Hessian operator at the global minimum, a near-
optimal choice of the weight matrix W is discussed in Section 2.3 to achieve a near-
optimal local convergence rate for first-order methods. Finally in Section 2.4, we
discuss the extensions of all analysis results to Hermitian matrices.

We consider a real symmetric matrix A of size nˆn. The eigenvalue decomposition
of A is denoted as,

(2.1) A “ V ΛV J,

where V “ pv1, v2, . . . , vnq P Rnˆn and Λ “ diagpλ1, λ2, . . . , λnq such that

λ1 ă λ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λp ă λp`1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď λn.
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A pair pλi, viq is an eigenpair of A. Throughout this paper, we aim to compute the
smallest p eigenpairs of A via WTPM. The real weight matrix in (1.2) satisfies the
following assumption.

Assumption 1. The weight matrix is diagonal, W “ diagpw1, w2, . . . , wpq such
that

(2.2) w1 ą w2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą wp ą
λp
µ
.

2.1. Stationary Points. Stationary points of (1.2) satisfy the first-order nec-
essary optimal condition,

(2.3) ∇fµ,W pXq “ AX ` µXpXJX ´W q “ 0.

Left multiplying both sides of (2.3) by the transpose of X, we obtain,

(2.4) XJAX “ µXJXpW ´XJXq,

where the left-hand side is symmetric. The symmetry property of (2.4) leads to the
fact that XJXW “WXJX. Since W is a diagonal matrix and all entries are distinct
as in (2.2), the equation XJXW “ WXJX implies that XJX is diagonal, i.e.,
columns of stationary point X are either zero or mutually orthogonal. In Theorem 2.1,
we give the explicit form of the stationary points of (1.2), where columns of X turn
out to be parallel to the basis of the invariant space of A.

Theorem 2.1 (Stationary Points). Assume A and W satisfy (2.1) and (2.2)

respectively. Any stationary point pX of (1.2) has the form

(2.5) pX “ pUp pSp,

where pUp “ pû1, û2, . . . , ûpq and pSp “ diagpŝ1, ŝ2, . . . , ŝpq such that

Aûi “ σiûi, ûJi ûj “ δij and,

ŝi P

"

0,

c

wi ´
σi
µ

*

.
(2.6)

Proof. As we discussed above, pXJ pX is a diagonal matrix. Columns of (2.3), then,
can be represented as

(2.7) Ax̂i “ dix̂i, i “ 1, 2, . . . , p,

where x̂i is the i-th column of pX and di “ µpwi ´ x̂Ji x̂iq. Vector x̂i is either a zero
vector or an eigenvector of A. When x̂i is a zero vector, it can be represented as the
form in the theorem for ŝi “ 0. When x̂i is not a zero vector, we denote x̂i “ ûiŝi for
ûi being a unit length eigenvector of A associated with eigenvalue σi and ŝi being a
positive scalar. Then ŝi satisfies

σi “ di “ µpwi ´ ŝ
2
i q ñ ŝi “

c

wi ´
σi
µ
.

Recall that pXJ pX is a diagonal matrix. For nonzero ŝi and ŝj , it is required that
ûJi ûj “ δij . When ŝi is zero, we could always find an extra orthogonal eigenvector of
A, such that ûJi ûj “ δij still holds. Therefore, we proved that the stationary points
of (1.2) must admit the form in the theorem and any point admit the form in the
theorem is a stationary point.
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Furthermore, we will distinguish the local and global minima from saddle points.
Interestingly, it can be shown that the columns of global minimizer X˚ are eigenvec-
tors of A associated with the p smallest eigenvalues.

Theorem 2.2 (Global Minima). Assume A and W satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). Any
global minimizer X˚ of (1.2) has the form

(2.8) X˚ “ VpSp,

where Vp “ pv1, v2, . . . , vpq and Sp “ diagp˘s1,˘s2, . . . ,˘spq such that

si “

d

wi ´
λi
µ
.

Proof. By Theorem 2.1, the stationary point has the form pX “ pUp pSp. Substitut-
ing it into the objective function leads to,

2fµ,W p pXq “
p
ÿ

i“1

“

ŝ2
iσi `

µ

2
pŝ2
i ´ wiq

2
‰

“

p
ÿ

i“1

µ

2
w2
i ´

ÿ

iPtŝi‰0u

pσi ´ µwiq
2

2µ
,

where σi is one of the eigenvalues of A and the second equality is due to the expression
of ŝi. Notice that if ŝi ‰ 0 then σi ă µwi. We only need to show that σi “ λi.

First, we claim that σ1, σ2, . . . , σp must be a permutation of λ1, λ2, . . . , λp. If not,
for example there exists σi0 such that µwi0 ą σi0 ą λp. There also exists λj not used

such that λj ă λp . If σi0 “ λj instead, the value of fµ,W p pXq will decrease. This
contradicts with the minimal property so our claim holds.

Next, since there are at least p eigenvalues smaller than any µwi due to Assump-
tion 1, the optimization (1.2) changes into the form as

(2.9) max
σiPtλ1,...,λpu

σi‰σj if i‰j

p
ÿ

i“1

pσi ´ µwiq
2 “

p
ÿ

i“1

´2µσiwi ` const.

According to Rearrangement Inequality [17], we can conclude that the minimum value
is reached if σi “ λi, i.e.

X˚ “ VpSp.

Theorem 2.2 presents an interesting result that any global minimizer of the
WTPM (1.2) are composed of desired eigenvectors directly rather than the under-
lying invariant subspace. Besides, notice that the Assumption 1 is a sufficient but
not necessary condition due to the form of (2.9). Even in the case that µwp ď λp
Theorem 2.2 may still hold. Therefore, the criterion of settings for parameters is not
too strict.

Another result is that there are no spurious local minima, i.e., the rest stationary
points are all strict saddle points. To show this, we first introduce the Hessian operator
of fµ,W ,

(2.10) Hess fµ,W pXqrZs “ AZ ` µpZXJX `XZJX `XXJZ ´ ZW q,

where Z P Rnˆp is an arbitrary matrix. A stationary point X̂ is called a strict
saddle point of fµ,W if and only if the Hessian operator Hess fµ,W pX̂q has negative
eigenvalues. 1

1Here the strict saddle point includes maximizer of the problem, i.e., a stationary point with
negative semi-definite Hessian operator.
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In Theorem 2.3, we prove that (1.2) does not have any spurious local minimum.

Theorem 2.3. Assume A and W satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). There are no local
minima other than the global minimizer X˚.

Proof. First, we discuss the case that the stationary point pX “ pUp pSp is of full
column rank, i.e., ŝi ‰ 0,@i. We focus on the sign of

(2.11) tr
´

ZJHess fµ,W pX̂qrZs
¯

“

tr
´

ZJpA` µX̂X̂JqZ ` µZJZpX̂JX̂ ´W q ` µZJX̂ZJX̂
¯

,

for Z P Rnˆp. If (2.11) at X̂ is strictly negative for a particular Z, then we could
conclude that the Hessian operator has negative eigenvalues and hence X̂ is a strict
saddle point.

Since X̂ is not global minimizer, there exists an eigenvector vi in tv1, v2, . . . , vpu

satisfying vJi Ûp “ 0 and Dj, λi ă σj . Let Z be the matrix whose j-th column is vi
and others are zero. Then we have

(2.12) tr
´

ZJHess fµ,W pX̂qrZs
¯

“ λi ´ σj ă 0,

implying that full-rank stationary points are all saddle points except global minima.
Next, we discuss the rank-deficient case. Without loss of generality we assume

the j-th column of X̂ is zero, and there also exists an eigenvector vi in tv1, v2, . . . , vpu

satisfying vJi X̂ “ 0. Let j-th column of Z be vi and others are zero. We can obtain

(2.13) tr
´

ZJHess fµ,W pX̂qrZs
¯

“ λi ´ µwj ă 0.

Hence, rank-deficient stationary points are all saddle points.

2.2. Hessian Operator. For first-order optimization methods, the local con-
vergence rate relies on the condition number of the Hessian operator [8]. Specifically,
in the neighborhood of a global minimum X˚, the error of a gradient descent method
with exact line search decreases linearly as

(2.14) fµ,W pX
pj`1qq ´ fµ,W pX

˚q ď
`

1´ κ´1
˘`

fµ,W pX
pjqq ´ fµ,W pX

˚q
˘

where Xpjq denotes the iteration variable at j-th iteration and κ denotes the condition
number of the Hessian operator at X˚.

From Theorem 2.2, we find that all global minima of (1.2) are isolated points and
the Hessian operator at any global minimizer X˚ is strictly positive definite. In order
to give a depiction of the local convergence rate of (1.2), we present a tight estimation
of the condition number of the Hessian operator in Theorem 2.4.

Theorem 2.4. Assume A and W satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). Let X˚ be a global
minimizer of fµ,W . Then

κ pHess fµ,W pX
˚qq fi

max
‖Z‖F“1

tr
`

ZJHess fµ,W pX
˚qrZs

˘

min
‖Z‖F“1

tr pZJHess fµ,W pX˚qrZsq
,(2.15a)

“

max

"

λn ´ λ1, 2pµw1 ´ λ1q,max
iăj

λmaxpMijq

*

min

"

λp`1 ´ λp, 2pµwp ´ λpq,min
iăj

λminpMijq

* ,(2.15b)
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where λmaxp¨q and λminp¨q denote the largest and the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix

Mij “

ˆ

µwi ´ λj
a

pµwi ´ λiqpµwj ´ λjq
a

pµwi ´ λiqpµwj ´ λjq µwj ´ λi

˙

respectively.

Proof. Given a Z P Rnˆp such that ‖Z‖F “ 1, it can be represented as

Z “ VpZ1 ` sVpZ2,

trpZJ1 Z1q ` trpZJ2 Z2q “ 1,

where sVp “ pvp`1, . . . , vnq, Z1 P Rpˆp, and Z2 P Rpn´pqˆp. Using the expressions of
the global minimizer (2.8) and the Hessian operator (2.10), we obtain,

(2.16) tr
`

ZJHess fµ,W pX
˚qrZs

˘

“ trpZJ2
sΛpZ2q ´ trpZJ2 Z2Λpq

` trpµZJ1 WZ1q ´ trpZJ1 Z1Λpq ` trpµZJ1 SpZ
J
1 Spq,

where Λp “ diagpλ1, . . . , λpq and sΛp “ diagpλp`1, . . . , λnq. The first two terms in
(2.16) can be bounded as,

(2.17) trpZJ2 Z2qpλp`1 ´ λpq ď trpZJ2 Λ̄pZ2q ´ trpZJ2 Z2Λpq ď trpZJ2 Z2qpλn ´ λ1q.

where the upper and lower bounds are achieved when Z2 “ c ¨ pen´p, 0, . . . , 0q or
Z2 “ c ¨ p0, . . . , 0, e1q, where ei denotes the i-th column of the identity matrix and c
is a scala.

Next, we would like to bound the terms in (2.16) associated with Z1. Let Z1 “

pzijqpˆp. A short calculation shows that

trpµZJ1 WZ1q ´ trpZJ1 Z1Λpq ` µtrpZJ1 SpZ
J
1 Spq

“2
p
ÿ

i“1

pµwi ´ λiqz
2
ii `

ÿ

jąi

`

zij zji
˘

Mij

ˆ

zij
zji

˙

,
(2.18)

where Mij P R2ˆ2 as defined in the theorem. Eigenvalues of Mij can be calculated
explicitly,

λpMijq “
1

2
pµwi ` µwj ´ λi ´ λjq

˘

c

1

4
pµwi ` µwj ´ λi ´ λjq2 ´ µpwi ´ wjqpλj ´ λiq,

(2.19)

and both of them are positive. Thus, (2.18) has the lower and upper bounds,

(2.18) ě trpZJ1 Z1q ¨min

"

2pµwp ´ λpq,min
iăj

λminpMijq

*

,(2.20a)

(2.18) ď trpZJ1 Z1q ¨max

"

2pµw1 ´ λ1q,max
iăj

λmaxpMijq

*

.(2.20b)

Again, both bounds in (2.20) are achievable. In (2.20a), the inequality is saturated
if Z1 is parallel to p0, . . . , 0, epq, or if pzij , zjiq

J is the eigenvector corresponding to
miniăj λminpMijq and other entries of Z1 are zero. Similarly in (2.20b), the equality
is satisfied if Z1 is parallel to pe1, 0, . . . , 0q, or if pzij , zjiq

J is the eigenvector corre-
sponding to maxiăj λmaxpMijq and other entries of Z1 are zero. Putting all bounds
in (2.17) and (2.20) together, we proved (2.15).
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Theorem 2.4 gives the exact condition number at global minimizers, which pro-
vides an estimation of the local convergence rate around the optima. Based on (2.15),
we could estimate the local convergence if the weight matrix W is chosen. In order
to minimize the condition number of Hessian operator, we will provide an intuitive
approach to select a near-optimal weight matrix in the next section.

2.3. Near-Optimal Weight Matrix. According to the analysis above, the
parameter µ and the weight matrix W could be considered as an ensemble µW . That
means that the degree of freedom of the parameters in (1.2) is p instead of p ` 1.
Therefore, we can always set that µ “ 1 in analysis. Given the exact expression of
the condition number κ pHess fµ,W pX

˚qq, we would like to minimize the condition
number with respect to the weight matrix W and obtain the optimal weight matrix
W˚, i.e.,

(2.21) W˚ “ arg min
W

max

"

λn ´ λ1, 2pw1 ´ λ1q,max
iăj

λmaxpMijq

*

min

"

λp`1 ´ λp, 2pwp ´ λpq,min
iăj

λminpMijq

* .

However, (2.21) relies on the eigenvalues of A, which is not known in a prior. Hence
solving (2.21) exactly is infeasible.

In the following, we derive a near-optimal solution to (2.21) with eigenvalues of
A. The final near-optimal solution relies on the relative eigenvalue distribution of A,
which is known in a prior in many practical applications, e.g., FCI and DFT.

To simplify the later discussion, we assume that λp ` λp`1 ă λ1 ` λn, which in
almost all practical applications is satisfied if n " p. We choose the weight matrix W
such that

(2.22)
λ1 ` λn

2
ě w1 ą . . . ą wp ě

λp ` λp`1

2
.

Then the objective function in (2.21) can be simplified as

(2.23) κ pHess fµ,W pX
˚qq “

max

"

λn ´ λ1,max
iăj

λmaxpMijq

*

min

"

λp`1 ´ λp,min
iăj

λminpMijq

* .

Recall that the eigenvalues of Mij as in (2.19) admit

λpMijq “
1

2
pwi ` wj ´ λi ´ λjq

˜

1˘

d

1´
4pwi ´ wjqpλj ´ λiq

pwi ` wj ´ λi ´ λjq2

¸

ďwi ` wj ´ λi ´ λj ď λn ´ λ1

where the second inequality follows from (2.22). Thus, to find the minimizer of (2.21)
means to maximize the denominator, whose difficulty lies in solving

(2.24) max
w1ą¨¨¨ąwp

min
1ďiăjďp

1

2
pwi ` wj ´ λi ´ λjq

˜

1´

d

1´
4pwi ´ wjqpλj ´ λiq

pwi ` wj ´ λi ´ λjq2

¸

.

Exactly solving (2.24) remains complicated. Here we give an intuitive analysis. Notice
that, due to (2.22), pwi ` wj ´ λi ´ λjq is lower bounded by λp`1 ´ λp. When
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4pwi´wjqpλj´λiq

pwi`wj´λi´λjq2
ą c for all i ă j and c ą 0 is a constant bounded away from zero,

then we have κ pHess fµ,W pX
˚qq « λn´λ1

λp`1´λp
¨ 1

1´
?

1´c
. When some

4pwi´wjqpλj´λiq

pwi`wj´λi´λjq2

approaches zero, e.g., the eigengap λj´λi is small, we apply the linear approximation
to the square root term in (2.24) and obtain,

(2.25) max
w1ą¨¨¨ąwp

min
1ďiăjďp

pwi ´ wjqpλj ´ λiq

pwi ` wj ´ λi ´ λjq
.

Since (2.22) give lower and upper bounds of the denominator in (2.25), we only focus
on optimizing the numerator part,

max
w1ą¨¨¨ąwp

min
1ďiăjďp

F pW q “ pwi ´ wjqpλj ´ λiq,

which has the analytical solution xW satisfying

ŵ1 “
λ1 ` λn

2
,

ŵp “
λp ` λp`1

2
,

ŵi ´ ŵi`1 “

˜

p´1
ÿ

j“1

pλj`1 ´ λjq
´1

¸´1
ŵ1 ´ ŵp
λi`1 ´ λi

,

F pxW q “

˜

p´1
ÿ

j“1

pλj`1 ´ λjq
´1

¸´1

pŵ1 ´ ŵpq.

Furthermore, through a simple calculation, we obtain that

F pxW q

p´ 1
ď F pĂW q ď F pxW q,

where the weight matrix ĂW is evenly distributed between ŵp and ŵ1. Such an inequal-

ity indicates that the uniform weight matrix ĂW is a simple but effective choice for
small p. Later in Section 4, all the numerical experiments use the evenly distributed
weight matrix ĂW since in practice it needs no extra cost.

2.4. Generalization for Hermitian Matrices. In this section, we will discuss
the extension of (1.2) for the eigenvalue problem of complex Hermitian matrices.
Given that A is an Hermitian matrix and pΛ, V q is the eigenpairs such that

(2.26) A “ V ΛV H,

where V “ pv1, v2, . . . , vnq P Cnˆn and Λ “ diagpλ1, λ2, . . . , λnq such that

λ1 ă λ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă λp ă λp`1 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď λn.

We generalize the weighted trace penalty model (1.2) for complex Hermitian matrices
as

(2.27) min
XPCnˆp

fµ,W pXq “
1

2
trpXHAXq `

µ

4

∥∥XHX ´W
∥∥2

F
,
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where the conditions on µ and W remain unchanged, i.e., µ is a positive scalar and
W is a real diagonal matrix that satisfies Assumption 1. The first-order optimal
condition is

(2.28) ∇fµ,W pXq “ AX ` µXpXHX ´W q “ 0.

Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 could be generalized to complex matrices, which are detailed
in Theorem 2.5 and 2.6. The proofs of these theorems remain similar to the cases of
real matrices.

Theorem 2.5. Assume A and W satisfy (2.26) and Assumption 1 respectively.

Any stationary point pX of (2.27) has the form

(2.29) pX “ pUp pSp,

where pUp “ pû1, û2, . . . , ûpq P Cnˆp and pSp “ diagpŝ1, ŝ2, . . . , ŝpq such that

Aûi “ σiûi, ûH
i ûj “ δij and,

ŝi P

"

0,

c

wi ´
σi
µ

*

.
(2.30)

Theorem 2.6. Assume A and W satisfy (2.26) and Assumption 1 respectively.
The global minimizer X˚ of (2.27) has the form,

X˚ “ VpSp,

where Vp “ pv1, v2, . . . , vpq and Sp “ diagps1, s2, . . . , spq P Cpˆp such that

|si|2 “ wi ´
λi
µ
.

However, the properties of the Hessian operator for (2.27),

(2.31) Hess fµ,W pXqrCs “ AC ` µpCXHX `XCHX `XXHC ´ CW q,

change dramatically. The major difference is that the Hessian operator (2.31) is no
longer a positive definite operator, instead, it is positive semi-definite. From The-
orem 2.6, we find that any global minimizer X˚ multiplied by a phase rotation eıθ

remains a global minimizer. Hence, unlike the symmetric matrix case where global
minimizers are isolated, for Hermitian matrices, the global minimizers are located on
a circle of the np-dimensional complex space and the Hessian operator at these global
minimizers is positive semi-definite but not positive definite. In the following, we
update our previous results and extend them for Hermitian matrices.

Define the inner product of X P Cnˆp and Y P Cnˆp as

xX,Y y fi RertrpXHY qs,

where Rer¨s denotes the real part of a complex number. At a global minimizer X˚,
the set of global minimizers of (2.27) is

 

X P Cnˆp | X “ X˚eıΘ,Θ “ diagpθ1, θ2, . . . , θpq, θi P R
(

.
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The set of tangent vectors is

T fi
 

ıX˚Γ P Cnˆp | Γ “ diagpγ1, γ2, . . . , γpq P Cpˆp
(

.

Then, we constrain the condition number of the Hessian operator on the perpendicular
manifold

(2.32) TK “
 

C P Cnˆp | ImrCHX˚sii “ 0,@i
(

,

where the subscript ii denoted the i-th diagonal element and Imr¨s denotes the imagi-
nary part. Finally, we would like to estimate the lower and upper bounds of the inner
product,

(2.33) xC,Hess fµ,W pX
˚qrCsy

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

CPTK
“ trpCHACq ´ trpCHCΛpq

` trpµCHX˚pX˚qHCq ` Re
“

trpµCHX˚CHX˚q
‰

.

Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4, (2.33) is upper and lower bounded by the nu-
merator and the denominator in (2.15b) respectively.

Now, we are going to explain the reason behind splitting the space into T and TK.
Considering the gradient ∇fµ,W pXq in (2.28), it can be represented near the global
minimizer as

(2.34) ∇fµ,W pXq “ GX `∆GX

where GX P tC P Cnˆp : ImrCHX˚sii “ 0, @iu and ‖∆GX‖ is op‖GX‖q. Let
X “ X˚ `∆X. Consequently, without loss of generality let µ “ 1 and (2.34) can be
shown by

∇fµ,W pXq “ ApX˚ `∆Xq ` pX˚ `∆Xq
`

pX˚ `∆XqHpX˚ `∆Xq ´W
˘

,(2.35)

“ A ¨∆X `X˚
`

pX˚qH∆X `∆XHX˚
˘

`∆X
`

pX˚qHX˚ ´W
˘

` op‖∆X‖q,
fi GX `∆GX ,(2.36)

where the second equality adopts (2.28). Thus,

pX˚qHGX “ pX
˚qHA∆X ` pX˚qHX˚

`

pX˚qH∆X `∆XHX˚
˘

(2.37)

` pX˚qH∆X
`

pX˚qHX˚ ´W
˘

,

“ pW ´ |Sp|2qpX˚qH∆X ` pX˚qH∆Xp|Sp|2 ´W q
` |Sp|2

`

pX˚qH∆X `∆XHX˚
˘

,

where |Sp|2 “ diag
`

|s1|2, . . . , |sp|2
˘

. It is revealed that the diagonal elements of the
third term are real, and the diagonal parts of the first two terms are opposite, which
means the diagonal of (2.37) is real and GX P T

K.
That indicates the gradient in the neighborhood of the global minimizer is located

on the manifold (2.32) dominantly, and when we use a gradient descent method to
solve the optimization, the convergence rate is mainly dependent on the constrained
condition number. Though the Hermitian matrix is interesting in some applications,
in our target applications, the matrices are real symmetric. Hence, we omit the detail
for the analysis of Hermitian matrices.
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3. Algorithms. In this section, we introduce several algorithms to address the
unconstrained nonconvex minimization problem (1.2) for large-scaled matrices A.

3.1. Gradient Descent Methods. A common choice for our unconstrained
minimization problem (1.2) is the gradient descent method. A general gradient de-
scent method with various stepsize strategies admits the form,

(3.1) Xpj`1q “ Xpjq ´ αpjq∇fµ,W pXpjqq,

where the superscript pjq denotes the iteration index and αpjq is the stepsize at the
j-th iteration. Different stepsize strategies lead to different convergence properties.
We first consider a fixed stepsize that is sufficiently small. As shown in Theorem 2.3,
the weighted trace penalty model (1.2) does not have spurious local minima. We
could then first adopt the idea in [15] to guarantee that the iteration never escapes
from a big area such that the Lipshitz constant is bounded. Then by the discrete
stable manifold theorem [16, 26], we could show that the gradient descent method
for (1.2) converge to global minima for all initial points besides a set of measure
zero. Consider another choice of stepsize strategy, i.e., random perturbation of a
fixed stepsize. Instead of using discrete stable manifold theorem, we could apply
ideas from stable manifold theorem for random dynamical systems [10] to show global
convergence almost surely. Wen et al. [43] showed that, if the stepsize is sufficiently
small, not necessarily constant, the iteration variable of the gradient descent method
for the original trace penalty model stays full-rank. Such a result could be extended to
our weighted trace penalty model as well. Though aforementioned stepsize strategies,
in theory, work well on global convergence. In practice, these stepsize strategies are
too conservative to be numerically efficient.

For most applications, especially the FCI eigenvalue problem we considered in this
paper, a good initialization is available, and, hence, more aggressive stepsize strategies
are adopted in practice. Such stepsize strategies include but are not limited to exact
line search, BB stepsize, etc. For the weighted trace penalty model, the stepsize
αpjq can be computed by exact line search to make Xpj`1q attain local directional
optima in each iteration, which leads to a cubic polynomial of α as the sub-problem.
Numerically, we find that BB stepsize works better in the gradient descent method
for our weighted trace penalty model. Therefore, we mainly focus on the BB stepsize.

Let δ
pjq
X fi Xpjq ´Xpj´1q and δ

pjq
G fi ∇fµ,W pXpjqq ´∇fµ,W pXpj´1qq. The BB stepsize

is defined as,

α
pjq
odd “ tr

´

pδ
pjq
X q

Jδ
pjq
G

¯M
∥∥∥δpjqG ∥∥∥2

F
,

αpjqeven “

∥∥∥δpjqX ∥∥∥2

F

M

tr
´

pδ
pjq
X q

Jδ
pjq
G

¯

.

where the subscripts odd and even mean the iteration number pjq is odd or even. The

BB stepsize requires some extra storage to store intermediate matrices δ
pjq
X and δ

pjq
G (or

their variants), and the computational cost for the stepsize is Opnpq. As a comparison,
in the gradient descent method, the dominant per-iteration computational cost is to
compute the matrix-matrix product of AX, which costs about OpnnzpAq¨pq for nnzpAq
denoting the number of nonzero entries in A.

Compared with the original trace-penalty optimization [43], the only change is
the weight matrix. Introducing such a weight matrix reduces the cardinality of the
global minima set from infinite to finite and makes all global minima isolated from
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each other, while searching for the global minima becomes more difficult. This could
be seen from the theoretical condition numbers of the Hessian operator in (2.15) and
that in [43]:

(3.2) κ pHess fµ,W q ě κ

ˆ

Hess fµ,I

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

V Kp

˙

fi
λn ´ λ1

λp`1 ´ λp
.

Viewing both optimization methods as eigensolvers, the original trace-penalty opti-
mization requires an extra Rayleigh-Ritz process, whereas the weighted trace penalty
model converges to desired eigenpairs directly.

3.2. Coordinate Descent for FCI. The gradient descent method for (1.2)
works well for problems of small sizes to moderate sizes. While, for FCI matrices, the
gradient descent method becomes less efficient and, in many cases, infeasible. In this
section, we will introduce the coordinate descent method to optimize (1.2).

Recall that an FCI matrix has the following properties:
‚ Extremely large-scale: in practice, the dimension of the FCI matrix could

easily exceed Op1014q. This makes the eigenvectors impossible to be stored in
memory. The FCI matrix itself has to be generated on the fly, and we cannot
keep the whole matrix in memory but calculate one column or row when we
use it.

‚ Sparsity: the Hamiltonian operator under the second-quantization [4] admits

Ĥ “
ÿ

p,q

tpqâ
:
pâq `

1

2

ÿ

p,q,r,s

upqrsâ
:
pâ
:
qâsâr,

where â:p and âp denote the creation and annihilation operators of an elec-
tron with spin-orbital index p, and tpq and upqrs are one- and two-electron
integrals, the pi, jq-th element of FCI matrices is nonzero if and only if the
i-th basis wavefunction and the j-th basis wavefunction differ in at most two
occupied spin-orbitals [12, 39]. Thus, the number of nonzero elements grows
polynomially with respect to the number of particles whereas the FCI matrix
size grows factorially.

‚ Approximately sparse eigenvectors: the eigenvectors associated with low-lying
eigenvalues of FCI matrices usually are sparse. The magnitudes of different
entries vary widely, ranging from 10´16 to 10´1 in normalized eigenvectors.
Only a few dominant entries account for nearly all the norms of eigenvectors.
In practice, we approximate these eigenvectors by sparse vectors and focus
on those dominant entries.

Taking all these properties into account, for symmetric FCI matrix A, the gradient
descent method is not feasible: the matrix A and iteration variableX cannot be hosted
in memory; and, computing AX each iteration is not affordable. CDFCI [42], solving
the leading eigenpair of the FCI problem, inspires us that the coordinate descent
method would be an efficient algorithm to locate the sparse entries and calculate the
values.

When a coordinate descent method is considered, the per-iteration updating
scheme for (1.2) is of the form

Pick a coordinate from Xpjq, i.e., pkpjq, `q,(3.3a)

αpjq “ arg min
αPR

fµ,W

´

Xpjq ` αEkpjq`

¯

,(3.3b)

Xpj`1q “ Xpjq ` αpjqEkpjq`,(3.3c)
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where Ekpjq` P Rnˆp denotes the matrix whose pkpjq, `q-th element is one and zero
elsewhere. The optimization problem in (3.3b) is a fourth order polynomial of α,
whose minimizers can be obtained via solving a cubic polynomial directly. The cubic
polynomial is of form

pα` xk`q
3 ` c1pα` xk`q ` c0 “ 0.

where the coefficients are

c1 “
1

µ
akk ´ w` `

n
ÿ

m“1

pxm`q
2 `

p
ÿ

m“1

pxkmq
2 ´ 2pxk`q

2,

c0 “
1

µ

n
ÿ

m“1

akmxm` ´
akkxk`
µ

`

n
ÿ

m“1

p
ÿ

s“1

xksxmsxm`

` x3
k` ´ xk`

´

p
ÿ

s“1

pxksq
2 `

n
ÿ

m“1

pxm`q
2
¯

.

(3.4)

Since all variables in the above two equations are at j-th iteration, we drop the
iteration index superscript for all variables. As we shall see in the later Algorithm 3.1,
we maintain Y “ AX and S “ XJX throughout iterations. Hence both coefficients
can be computed in Oppq operations and then the exact line search for stepsize αpjq

can be calculated efficiently.
Our coordinate picking strategy, (3.3a), is inspired by CDFCI [42], which depends

on the gradient and the nonzero pattern of A. In the pjq-th iteration, we focus on
the `-th column for ` ” jpmod pq. We search for the entry with largest magnitude of
the `-th column of ∇fµ,W pXpjqq among the nonzero pattern of kpj´pq-th column of
A, where kpj´pq is the row coordinate updated in pj ´ pq-th iteration. That is

(3.5) kpjq “ arg max
iPN

´

A
:,kpj´pq

¯

∣∣∣´∇fµ,W pXpjqq¯
i`

∣∣∣ ,
where N p¨q denotes the nonzero pattern, A:,kpj´pq denotes the kpj´pq-th column of A

and
`

∇fµ,W pXpjqq
˘

i`
denotes the pi, `q-th element of ∇fµ,W pXpjqq.

According to the expression of ∇fµ,W as in (2.3), though only a small set of
entries is needed, computing them every iteration is not affordable. Thanks to an
important feature of the coordinate descent method, i.e., a single entry is updated
per-iteration, we could efficiently maintain two important quantities: Y pjq « AXpjq

and Spjq “
`

Xpjq
˘J
Xpjq. Similar to CDFCI [42], we maintain Y pjq as a compressed

approximation of AXpjq. The updating combined with compression formula is,

(3.6) Y
pj`1q
i` “

#

Y
pjq
i` ` αpjqAikpjq if |αpjqAikpjq | ą ε or Y

pjq
i` ‰ 0

Y
pjq
i` otherwise

,

for i P N
`

A:,kpj´pq

˘

. Besides, in order to get a stable estimation of corresponding

eigenvalues with high accuracy, we need to recalculate the element Y
pj`1q

kpjq`
exactly by

Y
pj`1q

kpjq`
“ pA:,kpjqq

JX:,`, since the Rayleigh quotient has the updating scheme

(3.7)
`

XJAX
˘pj`1q

``
“
`

XJAX
˘pjq

``
` 2αpjqY

pj`1q

kpjq`
´ pαpjqq2Akpjqkpjq .
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Due to the symmetry of Spjq, only the upper-triangular part is stored and updated,
and the updating expression for Spjq is,

(3.8) S
pj`1q
im “

$

’

’

’

’

&

’

’

’

’

%

S
pjq
im ` α

pjqX
pjq

kpjqi
if i ă `,m “ `

S
pjq
im ` 2αpjqX

pjq

kpjqi
` pαpjqq2 if i “ `,m “ `

S
pjq
im ` α

pjqX
pjq

kpjqm
if i “ `,m ą `

S
pjq
im otherwise

.

The compression strategy of Y pjq restricts the increase of the number of nonzero
elements of both Y and X. Compressing coordinates is very much desired, which
saves a significant amount of memory. Algorithm 3.1 illustrates the framework of the
algorithm.

Algorithm 3.1 WTPM by Coordinate Descent (WTPM-CD)

1: Initialize Xp0q P Rnˆp, penalty parameter µ and weight matrix W .
2: Store matrices Y p0q “ AXp0q and Sp0q “ pXp0qqJXp0q.
3: Store p-dimensional vector dp0q “ the diagonal of pXp0qqJY p0q.
4: Construct ∇fµ,W pXp0qq. Set j “ 0.
5: while stopping criterion not achieved do
6: Pick the coordinate pkpjq, `q to be updated in pj ` 1q-th iteration by picking

rule (3.5).
7: Compute the coefficients c0, c1 by (3.4) and obtain the increment αpjq.
8: Xpj`1q “ Xpjq ` αpjqEkpjq`.
9: Update Y pj`1q by (3.6).

10: Update dpj`1q by (3.7).
11: Update Spj`1q by (3.8).
12: Construct the searching domain in ∇fµ,W pXpj`1qq dependent on N pA:,kpjqq.
13: j Ð j ` 1.
14: end while

A good choice of initial point would make iterative methods efficient. For FCI
problems, Hartree-Fock provides excellent initial values for ground states and a few
low-lying excited states. We lack a systematic way of choosing good initial vectors
for other excited states. In principle, the initial Xp0q must be an extremely sparse
matrix so that Y p0q “ AXp0q could be calculated in a reasonable amount of time. In
particular, we adopt the following initialization for our numerical results. We find the
p smallest elements and corresponding indices ti1, i2, . . . , ipu in the diagonal of the
FCI matrix. The initial point Xp0q is set to be pei1 , ei2 , . . . , eipq where ei denotes the
i-th column of the identity matrix.

As for stopping criterion, in general, we use the residual norm ‖AX ´XΛ‖F where
Λ consists of the Ritz values or Rayleigh quotients, or use the gradient norm ‖∇fµ,W ‖F
to compare with the tolerance tol. However, in these methods, high computational
cost arises from the extremely large size of A. The matrices AX and ∇fµ,W gathered
during the iteration are not exact due to inadequate update of Y pjq and ∇fµ,W pXpjqq.
Accordingly, we introduce the summation of historical absolute increments as the
stopping criterion at j-th iteration, i.e.,

(3.9)
h
ÿ

i“0

γi
∣∣∣αpj´iq∣∣∣ ă tol,
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where h is a positive integer and γ P p0, 1q. Usually, we choose h “ 100 and γ “ 0.99.
In j-th iteration, the cost of updating Xkpjq` dominantly includes, selecting the

index of largest elements pkpjq, `q with OpnnzpA:,kpj´pqqq flops, updating Y pjq with

OpnnzpA:,kpjqqq flops and inadequately constructing ∇fµ,W pXpjqq with OpnnzpA:,kpjqqq

flops. Thus the coordinate descent method makes the computational cost affordable
in each iteration. Another advantage of the algorithm is the utilization of memory.
It only requires us to store some sparse matrices like Xpjq, Y pjq, a p ˆ p matrix Spjq

and incomplete ∇fµ,W pXpjqq in memory.
In theory, the coordinate descent method converges faster than the full gradient

descent method. While, due to the fact that modern computer architecture prefers
batch operations, i.e., contiguous memory operations, the full gradient descent method
often outperforms the coordinate descent method in runtime. However, the intrinsic
structure of the FCI matrix benefits most from the coordinate-wise method. The
gradient descent method has to access the sparse matrix and the related entries in X,
which destroys the contiguous memory access. On the other hand side, the coordinate
descent method allows us to compress coordinates and restrict the cost of memory.
Furthermore, the updating strategy provides more chances for dominant elements
to achieve their optimal values. Detailed numerical results are provided in the next
section.

4. Numerical Experiments. In this section, we will test the performance of
our algorithms for computing a set of smallest eigenpairs of Hamiltonian matrices.

4.1. Performance in Small Systems. This section will discuss the perfor-
mance of applying WTPM to some small systems and compare it with other eigen-
solvers. The FCI matrices are illustrated in Table 4.1. There are two matrices:
“ham448” and “h2o”. “h2o” matrix is generated from one H2O molecule system with
STO-3G basis set and “ham448” matrix is generated by the Hubbard model on a 4ˆ4
grid with 8 fermions. The dimension n ranges from 6ˆ 104 to 2ˆ 105 which is much
smaller than the dimension of the systems of practical interest. That is because we
want to reveal the feature of WTPM compared with the other classical solvers. The
average nnzpA:,jq shows the number of nonzero elements of each column in average,
which roughly estimates the computational expense of OpnnzpA:,jqq flops in each iter-
ation by WTPM-CD. These numerical experiments on testing matrices are performed
in MATLAB R2021b.

Table 4.1
Testing FCI matrices.

Name n nnzpAq average nnzpA:,jq nnzpAq{n2

ham448 207168 32040806 155 7.47e-4
h2o 61441 25060625 408 6.64e-3

There still exists a problem how the µ and W are determined in practice. We
present a feasible approach to choosing the proper parameters based on roughly esti-
mated eigenvalues. Since we usually could get a good initial Xp0q due to Hartree-Fock
theory and this initial Xp0q has only one nonzero element in each column, matrix
pXp0qqJAXp0q with corresponding Rayleigh quotients r1 ď r2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď rp can be com-
puted cheaply. Just let µ “ 1 and W is distributed evenly in the interval rwp, w1s
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such that

wp “ rp ` ε,

w1 “ 2wp ´ r1,
(4.1)

where ε is a positive parameter depending on both the magnitude and the gap of
initial Rayleigh quotients.

First, we demonstrate that the smallest eigenvectors are approximately sparse
in Figure 4.1. In the accurate eigenvectors, the magnitude of coordinates decreases
quickly and the vector norm is dominantly distributed on a few coordinates. It implies
that in the process of updating we could reserve the coordinates whose magnitude is
larger than a threshold and cut out others despite the loss of accuracy. Figure 4.1
also shows the compression threshold we used in the experiments.
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Fig. 4.1. Absolute value of each coordinate in the sorted eigenvectors. “ Eigk” denotes the k-th
smallest eigenvector.

We apply different eigensolvers to both FCI matrices, including LOBPCG in
BLOPEX toolbox [24, 25], EigPen-B introduced in trace-penalty minimization [43],
and our WTPM by both gradient descent (WTPM-GD) and coordinate descent
(WTPM-CD) methods. The numerical results for the case p “ 5 are illustrated
in Table 4.2. All these solvers use the same initial matrix Xp0q which is provided by
Hartree–Fock theory, and terminate when the error decreases to around 10´3. Let

(4.2) errpjq “ max
`“1,2,...,p

∣∣∣λ` ´ dpjq` ∣∣∣,
where λ`, d

pjq
` respectively denote the exact eigenvalue and the corresponding Ritz

value at j-th iteration. As for the individual settings of each solver, in LOBPCG, the
preconditioner is not used. The penalty parameter in EigPen-B is set as

(4.3) µ “ maxprp, 1q.

The weight matrix W in WTPM is set as the above statement in (4.1) and µ “ 1.
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Another thing we should emphasize is the computational complexity of each solver
in one iteration. In LOBPCG, EigPen-B and WTPM-GD, the dominant cost is 2p ¨
nnzpAq flops to obtain matrix AX. But WTPM-CD updates each iteration mainly
at the expense of 2pp ` 2q ¨ nnzpA:,`q flops, consisting of selecting largest elements
index, updating Y and inadequately constructing ∇fµ,W . That means, on average,
the complexity of updating np

p`2 times in WTPM-CD equals that of updating once in
the other three solvers. Hence, we introduce “relative iteration” in WTPM-CD,
which means np

p`2 iterations and the actual iteration number is shown in brackets in
Table 4.2.

Table 4.2
A comparison of updating iterations between eigensolvers for p “ 5. The numbers in the

“WTPM-CD” row represent relative iteration outside the bracket and actual iteration in the
bracket.

h2o ham448

err iteration err iteration

LOBPCG 8.676e-4 18 9.929e-4 68
EigPen-B 2.971e-4 73 6.19e-4 134

WTPM-GD 4.879e-4 185 3.68e-4 191
WTPM-CD 3.901e-4 7 (283111) 7.29e-4 4 (462000)

The results in Table 4.2 tell us that under the requirement of 10´3 accuracy,
WTPM-CD shows the efficiency applied to FCI matrices, since its theoretical com-
plexity is much lower than the others, though the coordinate method cannot take
the advantage of level-3 BLAS operations as the others and its actual runtime is
longer on small systems. Instead, WTPM-GD seems not an optimal choice due to the
slow convergence compared with EigPen-B and no compression of the coordinates.
That is because WTPM’s theoretical condition number is larger than the original
trace-penalty minimization model if the elements of weight matrix W differ from each
other.

Furthermore, Figure 4.2 shows the convergence of the eigenvalues in different
eigensolvers and the number of nonzero elements of the matrix Y pjq in WTPM-CD
varying against iteration. In LOBPCG and WTPM-CD, the error monotonically
decreases to the specified tolerance, but there exist spikes on the curve of error varying
in EigPen-B. That is because the BB stepsize cannot guarantee monotonicity during
minimization. The increasing tendency of nnzpY pjqq in Figure 4.2 shows the effects of
the coordinate descent method and compression update. The nnzpY pjqq is restricted
at a low level and so is the nnzpXpjqq because of the inequality nnzpY pjqq ě nnzpXpjqq
in WTPM-CD, which could significantly reduce the burden of the memory source.
This is what the other eigensolvers cannot do since the matrix multiplication without
compression will result in a dense matrix AX.

In summary, these examples indicate that WTPM-CD could efficiently solve the
eigenvalue problem (1.1) for FCI systems, and provides an outstanding result for
practical systems. In the next section, we will illustrate the performance of WTPM-
CD in some larger FCI matrices of more practical interest.

4.2. Performance in Large Systems. This section provides some tests of
larger FCI matrices by WTPM-CD. All programs are implemented in C++14 and
compiled by Intel compiler 2021.5.0 with -O3 option. MPI and OpenMP support
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Fig. 4.2. Convergence of the smallest eigenvalues and number of nonzero elements (nnz) of the
corresponding eigenvectors against iteration for p “ 5. The nnz of AX in LOBPCG and EigPen-B
are not shown here since it quickly increases to the maximum size of AX.

is disabled for all programs in this section. All of the tests in this section are pro-
duced on a machine with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6226R CPU at 2.90 GHz and 1 TB
memory. The basic properties of matrices are illustrated in Table 4.3. Two matrices
correspond to H2O and C2 molecules generated via restricted Hartree–Fock (RHF) in
PSI4 package [34] with ccpVDZ atomic orbital basis set.

Table 4.3
Properties of Testing Molecule Systems.

Name num of electrons num of orbitals matrix dimension

h2o ccpvdz 10 24 4.53ˆ 108

c2 ccpvdz 12 28 1.77ˆ 1010

In the experiments, we use the errpjq defined in (4.2) to measure the accuracy.
Since we do not have the exact energies of excited states, we use the energies obtained
by our algorithm without the compression threshold after a long enough time until
the first 7 digits to the right of the decimal remain unchanged as the benchmark. The
penalty parameter is simply set as µ “ 1, and the weight matrix W follows the rules
in (4.1). Thus we obtain

Wh2o “ diagp´75.0,´75.175,´75.35q,(4.4)

Wc2 “ diagp´75.138,´75.238,´75.338q.(4.5)

And in the “h2o ccpvdz” case, the compression threshold is 1ˆ 10´6, and that in the
“c2 ccpvdz” case is 3ˆ10´8. Table 4.4 and Figure 4.3 show the convergence of WTPM-
CD. The “GS”, “1st ES” and “2nd ES” respectively denote the computed energies
of the ground state, 1st excited state and 2nd excited state. The “time” column
denotes the time of the computed energies first reaching the appointed precision, i.e.,
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the runtime when errpjq ď tol. This practical runtime shows the efficiency of the
WTPM-CD on such molecules discretized by FCI.

Table 4.4
Convergence of WTPM-CD.

energy

Matrix p tol GS 1st ES 2nd ES time (s) nnzpY q

h2o ccpvdz 3 1.0e-2 -76.24141 -75.88563 -75.86844 378 5.10e07
1.0e-3 -76.24182 -75.89341 -75.86120 2179 5.16e07
1.0e-4 -76.24186 -75.89430 -75.86050 8653 5.16e07

c2 ccpvdz 3 1.0e-2 -75.72888 -75.63648 -75.63609 560 3.03e08
1.0e-3 -75.73193 -75.64174 -75.63398 34248 1.26e09
1.0e-4 -75.73196 -75.64250 -75.63327 102503 1.27e09
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Fig. 4.3. Convergence of the smallest eigenvalues and number of nonzero elements (nnz) of
the corresponding eigenvectors against runtime for p “ 3.

From Table 4.3, we can see that storing the dense matrices X (or AX) in dou-
ble type needs at least 10 GB memory for “h2o ccpvdz” and 400 GB memory for
“c2 ccpvdz”. This results in the memory bottleneck of classical eigensolvers due to
the unavoidable gradient calculation or orthogonalization. The nnzpY q in Table 4.4
tells us that under the 10´4 accuracy, the cost of memory by WTPM-CD decreases
to 0.4 GB for “h2o ccpvdz” and 10 GB for “c2 ccpvdz”, which improves our capa-
bility of solving larger FCI matrices generated by more complicated particle systems.
Figure 4.3 shows the details of the convergence, from which we can see the nnzpY q
increases quickly at the beginning and is fixed at a small number in comparison with
the dimension. Besides, the curve of “2nd ES” in Figure 4.3a has a different tendency
from the others. That is because the energy of the 2nd excited state in “h2o ccpvdz” is
monotonically increasing during the iteration, and it converges to a value larger than
the benchmark. It indicates that if we set a compression threshold, the converged
result may lose some accuracy.

5. Conclusion. In this paper, we propose an eigensolver WTPM-CD, which is
an efficient algorithm for FCI eigenvalue problems of quantum many-body systems.
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We first propose a novel unconstrained minimization objective, namely WTPM, for
Hermitian eigenvalue problems. The theoretical analysis of the minimization model
tells us that the global minimizers of WTPM are exactly the eigenvectors we expect
instead of the invariant subspace, which makes sense to discard the orthogonalization
process. Moreover, we calculate the exact condition number of the Hessian operator,
and use it to give a near-optimal weight matrix W . For the algorithm framework,
the coordinate descent method with compression threshold reduces the number of
nonzeros and the cost of storage. In numerical experiments, compared with LOBPCG
and EigPen-B solvers, WTPM-CD shows a better computational complexity on small
systems. On large-scale systems, WTPM-CD guarantees its efficiency while the other
two solvers suffer from the bottleneck of memory.

There still exist some interesting works to be explored in the future. First, we
do not give theoretical proof on the convergence of the WTPM-CD algorithm. The
performance of WTPM-CD converging varies while the picking rule changes. Some
in-depth research on the convergence theory is necessary to explain such a phenome-
non. And some cheaper picking rules, such as stochastic search, may be introduced
to the coordinate descent algorithm. The parallelization also attracts us to dive into
it, since at present we can only update one element in each iteration, and the utiliza-
tion efficiency of multicore is at a low level. We believe it is possible to modify the
coordinate descent method to update elements in a batch and increase the parallel
efficiency on shared memory systems.
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